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ABSTRACT
In response to concerns about misleading content on social media,
Twitter launched the “Birdwatch” initiative that allows volunteers
to label and add context to tweets. We study data from Birdwatch
to understand how users are performing “data labor” for Twitter,
with implications for other platforms that are similarly reliant on
data labor. We conduct computational analyses of Birdwatch text
data and perform machine learning experiments to see how Bird-
watch contributions might be used for classification. We find that
Birdwatch users discuss distinct topics in domains like politics and
news. While using Birdwatch data for content-only predictions may
provide only a small amount of predictive power, in some cases
Birdwatch data may be able to support ML systems. Furthermore,
we see that the continuous flow of Birdwatch contributions pro-
vides great value in terms of supporting a “guess most frequent“
baseline for classifying Twitter content.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in collab-
orative and social computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Researchers have paid increasing attention to concerns around
misleading content and the role of community members in govern-
ing this content [10, 11, 14, 18–21]. In one such example, Twitter
launched “Birdwatch” in January 2021, an experimental program
that allows a set of invited users to collaboratively provide context
in the form of Notes – short text posts and labels about a particular
tweet and Ratings about other users’ Notes [6].

In this paper, we are motivated by a “data as labor” [2] framing
to investigate the labor performed by Birdwatch volunteers. People
who use Birdwatch generate data that could be used in the future to
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train data-dependent systems. The Birdwatch system highlights an
emerging tension in how misleading content is handled on major
platforms: the work is very high stakes, but performed primarily
by volunteers. The success of Birdwatch raises important questions
about how data labor dependencies can be sustained in the long
term, to avoid exchanging one problem (misleading content) for
another (reliance on volunteer labor).

The first contribution of this paper is to describe the labels Bird-
watchers apply to tweets and Notes and use exploratory topic mod-
eling to describe the kinds of tweets Birdwatch users interact with.
Our second contribution is to investigate if Birdwatch labels can be
used to train a content-based classifier for tweets or similar posts
on other platforms, e.g. to automatically flag tweets users are likely
to find misleading. We find that some of the labels from the Bird-
watch data are difficult to classify with a content-only approach and
performance is likely to vary over time, but there is potential that
classification models trained using Birdwatch data may be useful.
The code for our experiments is available via GitHub.1

We also discuss how Birdwatch provides an example of how even
in the absence of complex machine learning models, data labor can
provide important value just in terms of estimating changing label
frequencies to support a “guess most frequent” baseline. In the face
of behaviors that change over time (like the frequency of misleading
tweets), a continued supply of data labor is crucial.

2 RELATEDWORK
Although Birdwatch is fairly new, researchers have investigated
dynamics on the platform such as partisanship [1], vulnerabilities
of the system [3], and the efficacy of fact checking [15]. This work
builds on prior concerns about misinformation [13] on social media
and evidence of Twitter being used for misinformation and disinfor-
mation, for instance in the context of 2018 Brazilian elections [16].
Various efforts have been made to support machine learning tools
aimed at identifying “rumors” [7], “fake news” [4], and users likely
to promote misinformation [8] on Twitter and similar platforms.

3 METHODS
We focus on two research questions: what kinds of topics are receiv-
ing attention from Birdwatch users, and if the data outputs from
Birdwatch use can be used to train content-based classifiers.

We use two data sources: Birdwatch files2 (Notes and Ratings)
and tweet text collected using Tweepy [17]. We use data from
the launch of Birdwatch, January 23, 2021, to February 21st, 2022.
During this time, Birdwatch users wrote notes for 19503 tweets.
2299 of these tweets came from suspended accounts or were deleted
at the time of our scraping and thus we could not determine the

1https://github.com/nickmvincent/birdwatch_data_labor
2https://twitter.com/i/birdwatch/download-data
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content of the tweet. From the remaining 17204 tweets, we looked
at 25402 unique notes (a single tweet can receive many notes) and
189744 ratings.

As noted above, our data includes tweet content and Note con-
tent, both of which consist of short snippets of text. Following prior
work that was successful at tweet classification [7], we capture
key features: punctuation, number of characters, number of hy-
perlinks, and sentiment scores. We followed common procedures
[12] for preprocessing text input. We lemmatize the text content,
remove stop words, punctuation, numbers, capital letters, and hy-
perlinks. We considered several approaches for vectorizing this
processed text data: spaCy’s pre-trained medium-sized web model
(‘en_core_web_md’), size 300 TF-IDF vectors, and a baseline with
no word vectors.

We first trained a LightGBM model for each binary label. We
aim to classify each tweet and note as belonging to each category
(based on majority vote of all applied labels). Some labels showed
no predictive power at all. Then, for the labels that showed some
predictive boost (we used a threshold of 0.6 AUROC as a heuristic,
assuming performance under this threshold indicates very little
signal in the content features), we compared performance of a
LightGBM classifier with access to (1) spaCy word vectors, (2) TF-
IDF vectors, or (3) no vectors. There were not major gains from
using the more computationally expensive word vectors over TF-
IDF vectors, so we used TF-IDF for our further experiments with
learning curves and backtesting.

We produced a learning curve for each label. In other words, we
repeatedly retrain models with increasingly large random samples
of training data (increments of 10%). We expect to see a diminishing
returns curve for each task.

These learning curves give one view on the “value of data labor”
in terms of dataset size scaling. However, they fail to account for
changes in label frequency over time. To understand if data labor by
Birdwatch users adds predictive power in a more ecologically valid
context (timestamped data would not be split randomly in practice),
we conducted backtest experiments using growing time windows
for training data and a sliding test window. For instance, we first use
data from January 2021 to make predictions in February 2021. Then,
we use both January and February to make predictions for March,
and so on. If the distributions of labels and text stay relatively
stable over time, we might expect our backtest results to provide
qualitatively similar results to learning curves, i.e. diminishing
returns curves.

4 RESULTS
First, we provide descriptive stats about (a) the labels Birdwatchers
assigned to various notes and tweets and (b) the text summaries that
Birdwatchers wrote. Then, we describe our early machine learning
results.

Birdwatch users can use a number of categorical labels to de-
scribe tweets and notes. Figure 1 shows the fraction of all tweets
(first two rows) that received a particular label and the fraction of
all notes that received a note-specific label (bottom two rows), and
the legend gives a sense of the kinds of labels available.

Topic
Number

5 Most Salient
Terms

Topic
Number

5 Most Salient
Terms

1 vaccine covid vacci-
nate jab fda

2 people covid an-
tisemitism trump
death

3 people biden risk covid
president

4 ivermectin govern-
ment trump biden
student

5 nurse unvaccinated
people berenson video

6 police stop chicago
capitol shoot

Table 1: Shows the 5 most salient terms for our first 6 LDA
topics.

4.1 Exploration with Topic Model
We performed a linguistic analysis of the tweet corpus, which pro-
vides context about the topics and events that appear in Birdwatch.
We applied latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) to model the topics
discussed in the tweets that warranted a response from Birdwatch
moderators (i.e. users).

This analysis shows clear discussion of U.S. current events like
Covid-19 vaccination and the January 6 Capitol riot. We note this
is consistent with the kinds of accounts that showed up frequently
in the dataset, such as earthquake-announcement accounts and U.S.
politicians.

4.2 Classifying Tweets and Notes
From the Birdwatch data, we trained predictive models for 38 dis-
tinct labels, including the labels shown in Fig. 1 and additional labels
corresponding to helpful notes, misleading tweets, misleading but
believable tweets, harmful tweets, and difficult to validate tweets.

We identified a small subset of labels to investigate more closely
by training a single LightGBM model using TF-IDF and the fea-
tures described above in Methods. This provided a relatively quick
way to identify labels that were not likely to see good predictive
performance with content only. Using 5-fold cross-validation and a
simple heuristic cutoff – that a given label saw at least an AUROC
of 0.60 (i.e. a boost of 0.10 over a random guessing baseline) – we
identified 10 labels to investigate further.

Our learning curve results in Fig. (2a) showed the diminishing
returns curve one would expect in supervised learning with random
data sampling. By producing learning curves using random data, we
can compare how performance actually varied over time with how
we might expect performance to vary over time if the underlying
distribution of labels and topics was not shifting.

We performed backtest experiments in use an increasing amount
of training data to make predictions for a one month test window.
This provides a more ecologically valid estimate of generalization
error, and further provides insight into how data labor requires
sustained input over time.

Shown in Fig. 2b, there is a large qualitative difference between
the learning curves and the backtest results. This suggests much of
the impact of Birdwatch data labor may be in simply identifying
label frequencies, and not in performing content-based classifica-
tion. Without a continued supply of data labor from users, even
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Figure 1: Shows the frequency of tweet labels (top two rows) and note labels (bottom two rows) over time. Each data point
shows the fraction of all tweets or notes produced in that month that were given a particular label. Legend provides examples
of the different labels in Birdwatch.

(a) Learning curves, showing how performance increases with more training data for the 10 labels with some predictive power. Note that
y-axes vary.

(b) Backtest experiments, showing how performance varies over time.

Figure 2: Comparison of learning curves (top, showing growing performance) with backtest results (bottom)
.

trying to use a “guess the most frequent class” baseline would fail
for some labels (because e.g. the most frequent class could change).

Taken together, the results of our experiments suggest that for
many of the highly specific label choices available to Birdwatch

users, content-based predictive models that use just the text of
tweets or notes are unlikely to be that helpful in predicting these
labels. However, for a small set of labels, using content to make label
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predictions can be useful (i.e, AUC ROC around 0.7 and accuracy
several points above baseline).

5 DISCUSSION
Our results provide early insight into the output of the data labor
performed by Birdwatch users. Our analyses suggest that the early
stage data labor performed by volunteers is critical for keeping
tracking of the frequencies of different kinds of tweets and notes,
and this data labor may be usable for automating certain predictions
in the future.

The presence of distinct topics in the topic model exploration
seems to suggest that Birdwatch moderators are indeed coalescing
around potentially controversial topics like politics and news.

In the future, it may be possible to use Birdwatch data labor to
fuel a browser extension or some other kind of 3rd-party tool that
emulates the labeling process performed by actual Birdwatch users.
Concretely, this could allow users to browse Twitter and be notified
when coming across a tweet that Birdwatchers are likely to label
as misleading.

5.1 Limitations and Future Work
Birdwatch Tweets vs. All of Twitter : In this study we worked with the
non-random sample of tweets provided as part of the Birdwatch data
release. For the purposes of deploying a system, it will be important
to curate different evaluation sets, for instance a true random sample
of tweets or a random sample of tweets from political accounts.

Moving Beyond Majority Vote Binary Labels: One major limitation
of our work was that we used a simple majority vote approach to
generate binary labels for each tweet. However, given that we
wanted to provide an early exploration of the labels available in
the Birdwatch dataset, this choice was useful in narrowing down
our investigations. There is rich space for future work to consider
modeling users at a more fine-grained level, or by incorporating
recent work on advanced techniques for taking labeler differences
into account, e.g. jury learning [9] and annotator fingerprinting
[5].

Missing Data: Due to the nature of the material in the tweets
that Birdwatchers respond to, some of those tweets are deleted or
those users suspended. This restricts our access to the content of
the most egregious offending tweets and makes modeling difficult
as we are necessarily missing some of the most valuable predictive
information.
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